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Project Abstract-  In our day to day life due to the struggling & stress may people forget the things such as key, cell phone, pen-drives etc. 

  Hence we are designing a vehicle dual locking system which is very flexible .By using this system the bike can be lock & unlock. In earlier 

bikes the locks used are only operated on the key, if key is misplaced then there were no option for the owner to unlock the bike. Hence this system is 

discovered .This system is based on micro controller, in which if the key is misplaced then by entering the code word we can unlock the bike.    

  Our system is basically a model of an application to unlock and start up the vehicle using password. This will be an alternate way to unlock the 

vehicle with the traditional way of unlocking using key. This model will ON the ignition as well as handle lock of vehicle. We can use this model to lock 

the ignition as well as handle lock. So in case owner missed his key then he can use password to unlock it .The owner will be only familiar with the 

password no one else. This will provide an additional security to your vehicle also. Our system will consist of a keypad to enter the password, a LCD 

display to provide user interface. Owner will have authority to change the password time to time as per his requirement. In our model we are going to 

operate motor or LED or Relay if password provided by user matches. The further mechanical arrangement of locking system can be operated by giving 

supply or signals from microcontroller. 

This system is Eco-friendly because this system operated on battery of bike. This system does not affect environment.  
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Project Abstract- Spywares has become major problem now days. This type of software may track user activities online and offline. Password collection 

by spywares is increasing at a shocking pace. The problem of entering sensitive data, such as passwords, from an untrusted machine, is obviously insecure; 

however roaming users generally have no other option. They are in no point to review the security status of, Internet cafe or business center machines, and 

has no alternative to typing the password. The difficulty of mounting a collusion attack on a single user’s password makes the problem more tractable than 

it might appear. This problem of password security can be improved by biometric based authentication and graphical authentication, however availability 

and cost of biometric authentication is considerable problem.  

In this project, during registration, user should rate colors. The User should rate colors from 1 to 8 and he can remember it as “RLYOBGIP”. Same rating 

can be given to different colors. During the login phase, when the user enters his username an interface is displayed based on the colors selected by the user. 

The login interface having the color grid and number grid of 8 x 8 having numbers 1 to 8 randomly placed in the grid. Depending on the ratings given to 

colors, we get the session password. The first color of every pair in color grid represents row and second represents column of the number grid. The number 

in the intersection of the row and column of the grid is part of the session password. 
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Project Abstract- 

 Project is to develop an Application to Track Buses on the Road. This application will be running on an Android Smart Phone. User will select the 

bus which he wants to see where exactly it is, the application will request the server for location of that bus, and server will fire a query in Database and give 

response to the application. Along with the location of bus, we will also give additional information like: 

 1. Rush in bus (no. of people inside that bus)  2. Approximate speed of bus 

We usually wait for bus on the bus stop, the bus takes a long time to arrive, when it arrives it is usually with rush. The whole waiting time is wasted and we 

usually take an alternate travelling option like hiring an Taxi/Cab. We thing that it would had been good if we had hired a Taxi/Cab earlier as waiting for the 

bus is wasted, to avoid this we are making this application and the hardware required. We will make a bus tracking application which will show the approx. 

location of the bus and the rush i.e. the count of the people inside the bus, so as to predict weather to wait for the coming bus or not. We can search a bus in 

our Android app and it will plot it on the Map. If the bus is vacant and its near our current location then we can decide to wait for the bus or select an alternate 

way to travel quickly. This will save the time of travelling by efficiently selecting the travelling mean. 
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Working Model 

1. We made a dummy bus, which has all the hardware components fixed inside it 

2. GPS, proximity sensors & potentiometer are fixed in the bus 

3. All this components are connected to a Arduino based microcontroller 

4. The Arduino is connected to a computer, which is running a serial communication program, that will read the data from the microcontroller and then 

it will update the database in the server. 

Choice of Technology We choose to develop application for android as almost every mobile user has an Android application. The GPS device works on the 

preinstalled satellites in the Earth’s orbit which will send the location retrieving information to the GPS device we choose PHP server side scripting as there 

was a free server with storage space available for free. Arduino is a very simple programmable microcontroller module, it is open source with lots of APIs 

support to do the desired task efficiently Arduino has to be programmed in Processing programming language, which is similar to Java and has supports by 

various classes and packages available in its IDE. 

Best Use of Available Resource We used GPS as the cost for locating a thing is low as the GPS is allowed to be publically used. Instead of using very costly 

devices to detect the people count, we used simple proximity sensors to demonstrate how the people will be counted inside the bus Instead of using keyboard 

based input system for selecting bus number, we used a simple potentiometer to set a desired bus number in the hardware Instead of using any other internet 

module to our hardware, we used laptop computer to connect it to the internet which saved the cost of using SIM GPRS module 

Functionality 

Database has to be updated with information like Location, number of people & identifier of bus as primary key. Project will consist of a hardware, which 

will have a GPS sensor for Location of bus, Proximity Sensor for count of people, Computer will be connected to the hardware to be connected to Internet 

so as to send data to server & a pre-interfaced microcontroller. Hardware will send Data to Server and Database will be updated with information with regular 

interval of time. Android application will request for the Information of the Bus and will get the actively Updated information of the Bus location and other 

parameters. As people climbs the Bus, Proximity Sensor at Entry Door will give a logical input to Micro-controller, by a program logic/code it will maintain 

a counter variable and increment it as per logical input given by the Proximity Sensor. Same principle applies at the Exit Door of Bus but it will decrement 

the counter variable. At a regular Interval of time the Micro-controller will read (x, y) co-ordinates from GPS Sensor. A Potentiometer will be used to set the 

Bus Number, only once the system is started. A String will be create, which will contain: 

a)Bus Number 

b)Bus Registration Number 

c) Counter variable’s value 

d)(x, y) co-ordinates from GPS 

This string will be sent via Internet to Server, On Server side, Server will receive the string and read it character-by-character, Separate every field and will 

fire a query to update Database’s Table. 

Mobile Application will have a Checkbox & submit button from which user can send Bus Numbers, request will be sent to Server. 

Server will receive all this Bus Numbers and it will fire a query to Database, which will give the required information i.e.: x & y coordinates and count of 

people. 

User-friendly Reduce the time required for Public Transport in city by providing active information about buses. App will helps to select an alternate route, 

bus or means of transport. 

The application is developed using android API which has a very easy User Interface to use it. Google maps API is the core component used in it, which is 

very easy to use and explore maps with simple gestures such as pinch to zoom tap to point etc. 
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Project Abstract-: 

 The numbers of deaf and dumb in the world are roughly calculated to be from 700,000 to 900,000. Apparently it is difficult for them to 

communicate with each other and normal people. Thus GESTURE VOCALIZER is a microcontroller based system being designed to facilitate the 

communication among the dumb, deaf and blind communities and their communication with the normal people. This system can be reconfigured to work 

as a “smart device”. Gesture vocalizer is basically a data glove and a microcontroller based system. 

The system consists of following modules: 

1.  Gesture Input  (Data Glove) 

2. Microcontroller 

3. Speech Synthesizer 

4. LCD Display 

Data glove can detect almost all the movements of a hand and microcontroller based system converts specified movements into human recognizable voice. 

It consists of 5 switches that give 32 different types of output. This output is fed to the microcontroller. The microcontroller provides a particular address for 

the allophones which are already stored in the speech synthesizer. The speech synthesizer is a pre-programmed controller which already has allophones stored 

in it. Then it provides the output in audio format through an amplifier circuitry and speaker. The same output of the microcontroller is also given to the LCD 

which displays that particular word in text form. 
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Project Abstract-:  

Leaves removal machine is the working model. This system comes into picture in order to overcome disadvantages of traditional methods which is 

harmful for workers, more time consuming, less efficient and more tedius process. It is ecofriendly system. Material used in system is PP material rod, gear 

train mechanism, rubber brushers, universal sewing motor, reduction pulley, Vbelt, ball bearing, pedal switch. Main function of this machine is to remove 

thrones and leaves of rose stick It is simple for the working, Easy to handle light in weight and affordable to every consumer. The system is works on 

principal of the simple gear train mechanism. 
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      Project Abstract-:  Bituminous Pavement 

Recycling by Hot In Place Method. The bituminous pavement rehabilitation alternatives are mainly overlying, recycling and reconstruction. In the recycling 

process the material from deteriorated pavement known as Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP), is practically and fully reused in fresh construction. In hot 

in place recycling, road is heated to high temperature using suitable heating arrangement. This facilitates the easy removal of material then adding very small 

amount of aggregate and binder for existing pot holes and then road is compacted. 

1. Working Model: A working model of LPG infrared road pavement heater to do actual process hot in place recycling. 

2. Choice of Technology –This technology is chosen because in India, there are approximately 90% of roads are asphalt road, over 60 years we are 

wasting material, money and time by over resurfacing of road.    That’s why we choose this technology to save material, money and time. 

3. Eco-friendly / best use of available material – Bitumen is a petroleum product and price of the bitumen increase rapidly year by year. It is 

necessary to save the material for future and earth environment that’s why in HIR (Hot In Place) we are using existing road pavement material 

for recycling and saving of material. 4. Functionality – The main function of the LPG infrared road pavement heater is to heat the road surface 

at initial temperature above 170 degree C working model having ability to recycle and repair a small pot hole of 1 X 1 Ft. Then after road surface 

is scraped by manually. 5. User friendly –After recycling road surface, recycled pavement gives a perfect and smooth riding surface with all 

serviceability to users. 6. Aesthetic and Completeness of project – This is 60years old technology, so that it has all the specifications and 

methods for adoption. As per specifications and referring U.S. Manual we prepare a working model according to Indian purpose. 

           7. Ingenuity and innovativeness –Though it is old technology, but new in India & that’s why this type of pre-heater equipment of road recycling 

                  is first time manufactured in India.8. Social Impact – India has highest road network and we can saving huge amount of money,due to recycling  

                  of road material by using this process.  It is possible to make daily routine maintenance for roads to increase the durability and serviceability. 
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Pune Region Project Competition held on 08-03-2014- SVPM. Institute of Tech. & Engg., Malegaon(bk) Baramati 
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Project Abstract-:  

Introduction:  Fabric electric iron was invented in 1882 by Henry Seeley. His iron weighted around 7kg & took long time to warm up. Since then it 

became a hot area of research.  The Nichrome coil i.e. heating element has been the heart of electric iron. Most of the inventions & innovations have been 

revolving around leaving it untouched. Some of the recent innovations are automatic iron (with thermostat), steam iron, cordless iron etc. with all the 

developments in technology people are using electric iron mainly for fabrics – straightening & making it germ free with heat treatment. The consumer 

electronics equipments are becoming more and more sophisticated and energy efficient. Electric Iron has never been exception to this. Hence it has become 

essential to device an electric iron cost effectively, maintaining portability and equipped with the feature of being eco friendly as well. The main objective 

of Eco Friendly Electric Iron is to reduce the energy consumption and use alternate energy resources (Renewable Energy). Hence the heating material 

Nichrome is changed with new material. 

Project Description: The Eco Friendly Electric Iron is constructed with the support of conventional automatic electric iron with slight changes in coil 

construction wherein the main components are: Coil, Thermostat, Sole plate, Batteries, Transformer/Dimmer 

Eco Friendly Electric Iron consumes less than 100W power. The coil is designed to work on both AC as well as DC supply. The AC supply ratings 

being 6V +_1%, 50Hz, 15A+_1%, and the DC supply ratings are 5V, 17A.  

A step down transformer/Dimmer 230/6V is used to have 6V AC required for coil. The DC supply requirement is fulfilled through 6V, 20A battery 

with a facility to charge them through a solar panel as well as AC mains.   

The features of Eco Friendly Electric Iron are: 

 Power requirements: less than 100W,  Quick warm up time, Weight:600gm, Battery: 6V, 20A, Solar Panel: Desirable, Thermostat for 

adjustable temperature 

Conclusion:-We construct the Echo Friendly Electrical Iron to save time, cost, easy to transport using simple electrical, electronic components. 
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Project Abstract-:  Without the engine the vehicle may be towed. But even that is not possible without the wheels. The wheel along with the tires to take 

the vehicle load, provide the cushioning effect and cope with the steering control. The tire inflation is providing the better absorption of load, tire moves in 

perfect rolling motion with less friction. But, over inflation and under inflation are both harmful. The system always maintain the recommended inflation 

pressure, then we thinking overall points by engineering view and design the following system. 

Use of Technology: In Automatic Air Inflation System we have us following technologies. 

1.  Mechanical Technology 2. Electronics Technology 

The combination of above two technologies is getting more accuracy with less systematic error. In Automatic Air Inflation System the tire inflates 

by air pressure at recommended pressure. The system is always tried to maintain the air pressure in tire by using above two technologies. 

In available material for completeness of this working demo model we are use electronic and mechanical parts. In mechanical we are create innovative 

part menace ‘Rotary Union’ & in electronic we are us important parts like pressure sensor, controller, solenoid valve etc. with quality and good performance.  

For enhancing the productivity and sustainability of the tire inflation system without seriously affecting the resource base and the several resource 

conservation technologies have been developed.  In the present publication, an attempt has been made to develop an automatic inflated to tires to inflate at 

rotating condition to provide the essential and relevant information on how to us and maintain these various factors related to tires properly for obtaining the 

optimum performance. With the significant increase in the adoption of tire inflation technology has become a very useful and important to vehicle for the 

riders. It helps them to tires are inflated directly at rotating condition of tires without vehicle stopped. It eliminates or reduces time and achieves optimum 

performance of tire. 

This working demo modes concept is being improved continuously by manufacturers with active involvement of the national scientists using the 

feedback from user riders. As a result of these efforts, our group has been created a new technology named Automatic Air Inflation System having a different 

design with a new look even an add-in technology. 
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